Name:_______________________________________

Date:________________

Directions: Fill in answers directly on worksheet or write answers on a separate sheet of paper.

Exercise A

Exercise C

Write the correct possessive pronoun.

Circle or write the proper pronoun.

1. Did you finish ________ homework?

1. Is this (your, yours, you’re) wallet?

2. Eduardo is looking for ________ backpack.

2. During (their, theirs, there’s) reign, the king and

3. I thought this was ________ car, but Sara told
me that it was ________ car.
4. The TV has a scratch on ________ screen.
5. The neighbors put up ________ Christmas lights
early this year.

queen were fair and just.
3. Want to share (my, mine) salad with me?
4. See if the neighbors can help us cut down (our,
ours, we) tree.
5. Ask Carlos for (he, his, her) phone number.

6. ________ family values honesty and kindness.

6. Don’t touch (my, mine) phone; it’s (my, mine).

7. Shauna and ________ boyfriend are going to the

7. Cats are known for (their, theirs, there’s) agility.

dance together.
8. ________ mom always told me to believe in
myself.
9. Have you bought Harrison a gift for ________
birthday?
10.The mama cat takes good care of ________
kittens.

8. My painting does not compare to (your, yours,
you’re).
9. If (your, yours, you’re) mom says yes, you can
come to my party.
10. The baseball team displayed (their, theirs, they’re)
trophy in the locker room.
11. What did your sister say about (her, his, hers) job
interview?
12. I don’t want to share (we, our, ours) work with the
other team because it’s (we, our, ours).

Exercise B

13.You left (your, yours, you’re) keys over here.

Write the independent possessive pronoun.

14.Some friends of (their, theirs, there’s) are

1. You can order whatever you want. The choice is
________.
2. All my friends like to cook. Cooking is a favorite
activity of ________.
3. My brother and I bought a car together to share,
so it is ________.
4. The candy belongs to Sarah. It is ________.
5. I bought the food, so it’s ________.

spending the weekend.
15.Is that blue jacket mine or (your, yours, you’re)?

Exercise A

Exercise C

Write the correct possessive pronoun on a separate

Write the proper pronoun on a separate sheet of paper.

sheet of paper.

1. Is this (your, yours, you’re) wallet?

your
1. Did you finish ________
homework?

2. During (their, theirs, there’s) reign, the king and

his
2. Eduardo is looking for ________
backpack.
my
3. I thought this was ________
car, but Sara told me
her
that it was ________
car.
its
4. The TV has a scratch on ________
screen.
their Christmas lights
5. The neighbors put up ________
early this year.

queen were fair and just.
3. Want to share (my, mine) salad with me?
4. See if the neighbors can help us cut down (our, ours,
we) tree.
5. Ask Carlos for (he, his, her) phone number.
6. Don’t touch (my, mine) phone; it’s (my, mine).

My
6. ________
family values honesty and kindness.

7. Cats are known for (their, theirs, there’s) agility.

her
7. Shauna and ________
boyfriend are going to the

8. My painting does not compare to (your, yours,

dance together.
8. _My
_______ mom always told me to believe in
myself.
his
9. Have you bought Harrison a gift for ________
birthday?
her
10.The mama cat takes good care of ________
kittens.

you’re).
9. If (your, yours, you’re) mom says yes, you can come
to my party.
10. The baseball team displayed (their, theirs, they’re)
trophy in the locker room.
11. What did your sister say about (her, his, hers) job
interview?
12. I don’t want to share (we, our, ours) work with the

Exercise B
Write the independent possessive pronoun on a
separate sheet of paper.
1. You can order whatever you want. The choice is
yours
________.
2. All my friends like to cook. Cooking is a favorite
theirs
activity of ________.
3. My brother and I bought a car together to share, so
ours
it is ________.
hers
4. The candy belongs to Sarah. It is ________.
mine
5. I bought the food, so it’s ________.

other team because it’s (we, our, ours).
13.You left (your, yours, you’re) keys over here.
14.Some friends of (their, theirs, there’s) are spending
the weekend.
15.Is that blue jacket mine or (your, yours, you’re)?

